Introduction
============

Multiple Sequence Alignments (MSAs) have become highly scrutinized and a fundamental approach in several research domains in molecular biology and bioinformatics such as studies of epidemiology and virulence,[@b1-ebo-10-2014-205] drug design,[@b2-ebo-10-2014-205] recon-struction of phylogenetic tree, prediction of 3D structure, identifying conserved regions,[@b3-ebo-10-2014-205]--[@b5-ebo-10-2014-205] and finding molecular function.[@b6-ebo-10-2014-205]--[@b8-ebo-10-2014-205] Dozens of algorithms have been developed as a part of an attempt to improve the accuracy of alignments, but still there is not a single MSA method that may generate accurate alignments for all types of test cases.[@b9-ebo-10-2014-205]

Manually refined repositories of MSAs such as BAliBASE,[@b10-ebo-10-2014-205] PREFAB,[@b11-ebo-10-2014-205] and SABmark[@b12-ebo-10-2014-205] are good sources of accurate alignments to gauge performance of various MSA programs, but they have a number of disadvantages such as due to the small size they do not cover the full range of scenarios of protein evolution and due to the uncertain positional homology assessing accuracy of the alignments becomes difficult.[@b13-ebo-10-2014-205] In addition, because of the lack of evolutionary history among the sequences, benchmark alignments cannot be used to test phylogenetic software applications. The developers may also be misguided to develop algorithms to resolve the problems that are highlighted only in the manually curated alignment sets.[@b14-ebo-10-2014-205] Finally, high-level expertise is required to generate benchmark alignments.

Simulated/true alignments are an alternative to benchmark alignments for comparing MSA tools. The major motivation of simulated sequences is that their true evolutionary history is known, which is very useful to generate accurate alignments and phylogenetic trees. Second, the user can generate simulated alignments comprising varying insertion rate, deletion rate, sequence length, indel size, and number of sequences. Third, as compared to benchmark alignments, it is very easy for the end user to generate simulated alignments. Simulated sequences also have some drawbacks. First, because of dependency of all observations drawn from true alignments on simplifications and assumptions of the model used to reconstruct these alignments, the simulated sequences cannot give an explanation for all evolutionary aspects. The other potential threat is the use of simulation settings more close to the strategy of some MSA methods than others. For example, the selected model of sequence evolution might be similar to the fundamental model of a particular MSA tool and thus provide it with an excessive advantage.[@b15-ebo-10-2014-205] Keeping in view disadvantages of simulated sequences, there is a need to compare results of true alignments with the results of benchmark sequences. However, the easy construction of simulated alignments is one of the major motivations to apply them for comparative study of MSA methods.

Several sequence simulators, with their own strengths and weaknesses, are available. ROSE[@b16-ebo-10-2014-205] generates MSA for DNA, RNA, and protein sequences, and true evolutionary history is also logged. ROSE incorporates indels linearly in accordance with the evolutionary distance and length distribution. Indel models with nonlinear indel probabilities cannot be shown in ROSE. SIMPROT[@b17-ebo-10-2014-205] is another simulation tool that incorporates indels; however, it does not support the feature of root sequence as an input, the conservation of motifs or modifying amino acid frequencies among subsequences. It also does not generate alignments for nucleotide sequences. MySSP[@b18-ebo-10-2014-205] simulates DNA sequences using different models of DNA evolution such as Jukes-Cantor,[@b19-ebo-10-2014-205] Kimura two-parameter,[@b20-ebo-10-2014-205] equal input, and Hasegawa--Kishino--Yano.[@b21-ebo-10-2014-205] It incorporates the features of indels, nonstationary patterns and output of ancestral sequences. Indel-Seq-Gen−2.1.03 (iSGv2.0)[@b22-ebo-10-2014-205] generates highly divergent DNA sequences and protein families by incorporating a number of indel models. It can also model coding and noncoding DNA evolutions. iSGv2.0 is a new tool for generating simulated datasets. iSGv2.0 improves upon iSGv1.0 through the addition of motif conservation, lineage-specific evolution, using indel tracking, PROSITE-like regular expressions, and subsequence length constraints, as well as coding and noncoding DNA evolution. The authors in their original article claimed that iSGv2.0 has unique features for generating highly divergent protein sequences with the incorporation of indels.

In the current era, a large number of MSA methods are available. Comparative studies[@b9-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b14-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b23-ebo-10-2014-205] of MSA programs showed that none of them were capable to generate accurate alignments for all test cases. The choice of an MSA method is based on the sequences to be aligned. In this article, we present a comparative study of 10 of the most often used MSA methods based on a different approach. The selected MSA programs are T-Coffee,[@b24-ebo-10-2014-205] MAFFT(FF-TNS-2), MAFFT(L-INS-i),[@b25-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b26-ebo-10-2014-205] MUSCLE,[@b11-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b27-ebo-10-2014-205] Kalign,[@b28-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b29-ebo-10-2014-205] Dialign-TX,[@b30-ebo-10-2014-205] Multalin,[@b31-ebo-10-2014-205] Clustal Omega,[@b32-ebo-10-2014-205] ProbCons,[@b33-ebo-10-2014-205] and SATe.[@b34-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b35-ebo-10-2014-205] Our study also focused on the significance of some implementations embedded in the each program's algorithm. Using various evolutionary parameters, simulated alignments were constructed through iSG. As a part of input to iSG, simulated trees were generated under birth--death model using TreeSim[@b36-ebo-10-2014-205] package integrated in R, which is a suite of software tools for data interpretation and graphical view.[@b37-ebo-10-2014-205] Birth--death model allows species to speciate with constant rate b, and go extinct with a constant rate d. Consequently, simulated tree grows at the rate of b−d. In order to ensure the net growth of the phylogenetic tree, the birth rate should be higher than the death rate. iSG produced both the aligned and unaligned sequences. Unaligned sequences were used as an input to the selected MSA programs to generate MSAs, which were then compared with the alignments produced by iSG. We also present a comparison of the results obtained on the simulated alignments and the results obtained on BALi-BASE benchmark alignments. This comparison, with a few exceptions, confirmed that the simulated alignments may be used as an alternative for the comparative study of MSA tools.

Results
=======

Simulated sequences and alignments
----------------------------------

Simulated sequences and alignments generated by iSG were used to study the effect of sequence length, indel size, deletion rate, and insertion rate on alignment accuracy. Four hundred known alignments and corresponding sequence files with no indels were constructed based on the trees generated by R. The two most popular scores, ie, sum of pairs (SPS) and column score (CS) were applied to measure quality of the alignments.

MSA tool evaluation: overall alignment accuracy
-----------------------------------------------

For each of the 400 reference alignments in the simulated dataset, the 10 MSA methods were applied, resulting in a total of 4000 test alignments. These 4000 test alignments consisted of 1000 alignments with varying indel size, 1000 alignments with varying sequence length, 1000 alignments with varying deletion rate, and 1000 alignments with varying insertion rate. The varying evolutionary parameters are shown in [Table 1](#t1-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="table"}. The overall accuracy of these alignments was measured using average sum-of-pairs scores. The experiment confirmed previous findings[@b9-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b14-ebo-10-2014-205] in the sense that ProbCons outperformed all other MSA tools ([Fig. 1](#f1-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}). SATe, which was not tested in the previous studies, was in the second position and MAFFT(L-INS-i) was in the third position. Among other tools, Kalign achieved the highest score. T-Coffee and MAFFT(FF-TNS-2) generated the least quality alignments. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed 0.002 significant level, which means that there is a significant difference among SPS of the alignments generated by MSA tools. Multiple Comparisons Table (MCT) developed using Tukey post hoc test confirmed our results that ProbCons, SATe, and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were the most accurate tools. ANOVA and MCT are attached as Supplementary file (ANOVA-MCT).

MSA tool evaluation: effect of indel size
-----------------------------------------

To evaluate the effect of indel size, we generated 1000 alignments (100 alignments by each MSA method) with varying indel size (5--950). This study showed that alignment quality was much less dependent on indel size (line charts of [Figs. 2A and 2B](#f2-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}), but nevertheless evaluation of effect of indel size on alignment quality measured using SPS ([Fig. 2A](#f2-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}) showed that ProbCons was the top performer. SATe and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were in the second and third positions, respectively. Among other MSA tools, Dialign-TX achieved the highest SPS. Multalin generated alignments with the lowest SPS. Study of the effect of indel size on alignment quality measured using CS ([Fig. 2B](#f2-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}) showed that ProbCons, SATe, and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were in the first, second, and third positions, respectively. Among other MSA programs, T-Coffee was the top performer. Majority of the MSA tools such as Clustal Omega, Multalin, Kalign, MAFFT(FFT-NS-2), MUSCLE, and Dialign-TX achieved very low CS.

MSA tool evaluation: effect of sequence length
----------------------------------------------

To study the effect of increasing sequence length on alignment quality, another dataset having 1000 alignments (100 alignments by each MSA method) of varying sequence lengths (30--2500 residues) were generated. This experiment showed that sequence length had a weaker effect on alignment (line charts of [Figs. 3A and 3B](#f3-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}), but nevertheless study of the effect of sequence length measured using SPS ([Fig. 3A](#f3-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}) showed that ProbCons achieved the highest average scores. SATe and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were consistently in the second and third positions, respectively. Among other MSA tools, MUSCLE and Multalin achieved the highest and lowest SPS, respectively. Evaluation of effect of sequence length measured using CS ([Fig. 3B](#f3-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}) showed that ProbCons was in the top, followed by SATe and MAFFT (L-INS-i), whereas other MSA programs achieved a low CS.

MSA tool evaluation: effect of deletion rate
--------------------------------------------

Effect of deletion rate on the alignment quality was studied by generating alignments with varying deletion rates ([Table 1](#t1-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="table"}). Similar to the studies of effect of indel size and sequence length on alignment quality, effect of deletion rate was investigated by developing a dataset consisting of 1000 alignments (100 alignments by each MSA method). This study showed different results. First, a tradeoff between increasing deletion rate and alignment quality was observed. High deletion rate affected accuracy of almost all MSA tools (line charts of [Figs. 4A and 4B](#f4-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}). Second, SATe achieved the highest average sum of pairs scores ([Fig. 4A](#f4-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}) and column scores ([Fig. 4B](#f4-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}). In case of alignment quality measured using SPS, ProbCons and Multalin were in the second and third positions, respectively. Among other MSA tools, Kalign and MUSCLE were the best performers. The smallest accuracy was shown by MAFFT(FFT-NS-2). In the case of alignment quality measured using CS, MAFFT(L-INS-i) and Multalin were in the second and third positions, respectively.

MSA tool evaluation: effect of insertion rate
---------------------------------------------

To investigate the effect of increasing insertion rate, the fourth dataset consisting of 1000 alignments (100 alignments by each MSA method) with varying insertion rate ([Table 1](#t1-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="table"}) was generated. Results of this study were similar to the study of "effect of deletion rate on alignment quality", which showed that performance of all MSA tools was highly dependent on the insertion rate (line charts of [Figs. 5A and 5B](#f5-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}). Evaluation of effect of insertion rate measured using SPS ([Fig. 5A](#f5-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}) showed that SATe generated the most accurate alignments. ProbCons, Kalign, and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were in the second, third, and fourth positions, respectively. T-Coffee achieved the lowest SPS. Study of insertion rate on alignment quality measured using CS ([Fig. 5B](#f5-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}) showed that SATe outperformed all other MSA programs. MUSCLE, MAFFT(L-INS-i), and ProbCons were in the second, third, and fourth positions respectively. T-Coffee achieved the lowest CS.

MSA tool evaluation: time consumed by each MSA method
-----------------------------------------------------

Results showed that, overall, accuracy of ProbCons was the highest; however, it was also the slowest tool. SATe, being the second more accurate tool, was 529% faster than ProbCons. MAFFT(L-INS-i) consumed more time than SATe and less time than ProbCons. However, MUSCLE was the fastest tool. [Figure 6](#f6-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"} shows time spent in seconds by each MSA method.

User guidance for choosing MSA tools
------------------------------------

It was important to rank MSA methods based on the experiments conducted in this study. Results are summarized in [Figure 7](#f7-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}. ProbCons, SATe, and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were the best tools for sequences with varying indel size and sequence length. For sequences with varying insertion rate, SATe, ProbCons, and Kalign achieved the highest SPS. In case of sequences with varying deletion rate, SATe, ProbCons, and Multalin outperformed other MSA tools. On the whole, SATe, based on its overall alignment quality and processing speed, was the best tool.

Comparison of results obtained on simulated data with the results obtained on benchmark sequences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to determine that the results obtained on iSG simulated alignments were also applicable to the benchmark alignments, we measured accuracy of the 10 MSA tools using six reference test cases (RV11, RV12, RV20, RV30, RV40, and RV50) available in the version 3 of the BALiBASE (<ftp://ftp-igbmc.u-strasbg.fr/pub/BAliBASE3>). RV11 contains sequences having equal distances. RV12 comprised sequences with orphans. RV20 consists of sequences from deviating subfamilies. RV30 comprised sequences from families with highly diverged sequences. RV40 contains sequences with N/C terminal extensions. RV50 comprised sequences with large insertions.

Overall, the results obtained on BALiBASE benchmark alignments were similar to those obtained on the true alignments ([Fig. 8](#f8-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}). PronCons and MAFFT(L-INS-i) gave similar performances on BALiBASE reference sets RV11, RV20, RV30, and RV50. In case of BALiBASE reference set RV12, ProbCons outperformed MAFFT(L-INS-i); however, on RV40, MAFFT(L-INS-i) performed better than all other MSA methods. SATe, except on RV11 (where it gave performance equal to ProbCons and MAFFT(L-INS-i)), outperformed all MSA tools on all the reference sets. Almost all MSA tools performed much better, but overall the trends were similar. ProbCons, SATe, and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were consistently the best tools. However, in contrast to the results obtained on simulated sequences, SATe, Clustal Omega, and T-Coffee showed different performances. SATe outperformed all other MSA tools, and T-Coffee showed a better performance than MUSCLE. Clustal Omega outperformed Kalign, Multalin, and Dialign-TX. Other MSA tools were almost consistent in their performances. Time spent on BALiBASE benchmark alignments by all MSA tools was also very similar to the time spent on simulated alignments ([Fig. 9](#f9-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"}). In case of both datasets, SATe was faster than ProbCons and T-Coffee. However, some differences were also observed. Kalign, with a minute difference, consumed less time than MUSCLE. MAFFT(L-INS-i) and Dialign-TX were faster than SATe and Multalin, respectively. Overall, the findings found from comparison of results obtained on simulated data with the results obtained on benchmark sequences were consistent and confirmed previous findings[@b14-ebo-10-2014-205] in the sense that ProbCons and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were the best tools.

Discussion
==========

We used 4000 alignments to test whether the MSA methods have potential to generate high-quality alignments. Accuracy and efficiency of the latest versions of MSA methods (which were based on various algorithms and techniques) were evaluated with their default parameters/configurations. Different parameter settings may improve their performance. We intentionally generated alignments comprising very high insertion rate, deletion rate, indel size, and sequence length. Overall alignment quality investigation showed that in case of simulated sequences as well as BAliBASE's v3.0 reference sets,[@b10-ebo-10-2014-205] ProbCons,[@b33-ebo-10-2014-205] SATe,[@b34-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b35-ebo-10-2014-205] and MAFFT(L-INS-i)[@b25-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b26-ebo-10-2014-205] were the best performers. The same results have been reported by the previous studies.[@b9-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b14-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b23-ebo-10-2014-205] Among other MSA methods, in case of simulated alignments, Kalign[@b28-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b29-ebo-10-2014-205] and MUSCLE[@b11-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b27-ebo-10-2014-205] achieved the highest SPS,[@b38-ebo-10-2014-205] with MUSCLE being the most efficient method, and in the case of BALiBASE benchmark datasets, T-Coffee generated the most accurate alignments, but it was consistently slower than MUSCLE.

Studies of the effect of indel size and sequence length measured using SPS and CS showed that they have the least effect on the performance of MSA tools; however, ProbCons, SATe, and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were in the first, second, and third positions, respectively. These results confirmed findings of the previous studies.[@b14-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b39-ebo-10-2014-205] Investigation of the effect of deletion rate on alignment quality showed that performance of MSA methods was significantly low on higher deletion rates. Nuin et al reported the same findings.[@b14-ebo-10-2014-205] SATe achieved the highest SPS and CS. In case of alignment measured using SPS, ProbCons and Multalin were the second and third top performers. In case of alignment quality measured using CS, Multalin, MUSCLE, and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were in second, third, and fourth positions, respectively. Study of the effect of insertion rate on alignment quality also confirmed the previous findings[@b14-ebo-10-2014-205] in the sense that alignment quality is significantly dependent on the insertion rate. In case of alignment quality measured using SPS and CS, SATe outperformed all other MSA methods. Alignment quality measured using SPS showed that Kalign and ProbCons were in the second and third positions, respectively. Alignment accuracy measured using CS showed that MUSCLE, MAFFT(L-INS-i), and ProbCons were in the second, third, and fourth positions, respectively. For the both evolutionary parameters, ie, deletion rate and insertion rate, T-Coffee achieved the lowest SPS and CS.

All MSA methods performed much better with BALi-BASE benchmark alignments than simulated datasets but the overall trends were similar. Our findings generally confirmed results of the previous studies.[@b9-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b14-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b23-ebo-10-2014-205] One distinguished finding was the fact that when simulated datasets were used, SATe outperformed MAFFT(L-INS-i). Among the best MSA tools, SATe was also the fastest tool. Original articles of MAFFT(L-INS-i)[@b25-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b26-ebo-10-2014-205] and ProbCons[@b33-ebo-10-2014-205] placed them on the top with the best accuracy on benchmark alignments. Our results also proved the claim of the authors of Kalign[@b28-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b29-ebo-10-2014-205] that its efficiency is very close to the fast mode of MUSCLE[@b11-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b27-ebo-10-2014-205] and MAFFT(FFT-NS-2)[@b25-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b26-ebo-10-2014-205] but accuracy is comparable to other MSA tools.

Our study highlighted strengths and weakness of all the MSA tools. ProbCons, which is based on consistency approach,[@b23-ebo-10-2014-205] outperformed other MSA tools when alignments with varying sequence length and indel size were tested. SATe, which is based on an iterative divide and conquer approach,[@b34-ebo-10-2014-205] outperformed all MSA methods when alignments comprising high insertion or deletion rate were investigated. However, overall, there is a minor difference between ProbCons and SATe. MAFFT(L-INS-i), which also adopted consistency approach in its algorithm,[@b23-ebo-10-2014-205] was in the third position in all test cases. Among other MAS tools, overall, Kalign and Multalin whose alignment generating process is based on progressive alignment approach were the better alternatives.[@b28-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b29-ebo-10-2014-205],[@b31-ebo-10-2014-205] However, in case of high sequence lengths and indel sizes, they did not generate high-quality alignments. Their performance was good when alignments with high insertion rates and deletion rates were used. Algorithm used by Clustal Omega is based on Hidden Markov Model approach[@b32-ebo-10-2014-205] and Dialign-TX is based on consistency-based algorithm.[@b30-ebo-10-2014-205] Overall, both tools performed very poorly, and especially in the case of big indel sizes and large sequence lengths, they generated low-quality alignments. MUSCLE, which is based on iterative approach,[@b27-ebo-10-2014-205] performed better when alignments comprising high deletion rates and insertion rates were provided. In case of benchmark datasets, T-Coffee, which is based on consistency approach, performed better than MUSCLE. Performance of MUSCLE and MAFFT(FFT-NS-2) was consistent for all test cases.

Materials and Methods
=====================

[Figure 10](#f10-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="fig"} describes all steps of the methodology adopted in this research work.

Construction of simulated trees
-------------------------------

TreeSim package of R was used to generate 10 simulated trees comprising different number of taxa (10, 25, 75, 200, 350, 500, 600, 700, 850, and 1000) under the birth--death model.

Construction of simulated alignments
------------------------------------

iSGv2.0 was used to construct four datasets. Each of the four datasets consisted of 100 alignments; 100 with varying deletion rate, 100 with varying insertion rate, 100 with varying indel size, and 100 with varying sequence length. Thus, a total of 400 known alignments were generated.

Construction of test alignments
-------------------------------

Each of the MSA methods was applied to generate 100 alignments with varying deletion rate, 100 alignments with varying insertion rate, 100 alignments with varying indel size, and 100 alignments with varying sequence length. Thus, a total of 400 alignments were generated by each MSA method, resulting in a grand total of 4000 alignments. [Table 1](#t1-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="table"} shows the four parameters and their varying values (base pairs) used to construct the true alignments. Each of the four sets had one varying (highlighted) and three constant parameters.

Alignment accuracy assessment procedure
---------------------------------------

The most common practice of measuring accuracy of MSA programs is to compute SPS and CS by comparing an alignment generated by an MSA tool with a reference alignment.[@b38-ebo-10-2014-205] SPS is calculated by counting the correctly aligned residue pairs. It measures the ability of MSA tools to align some, if not all, of the sequences in an alignment.[@b40-ebo-10-2014-205] Let an alignment of *N* sequences comprise *M* columns. The *c*th column can be designated as *A*~c1~, *A*~c2~,...., *A*~cN~. For each pair of residues *A*~cj~ and *A*~ck~, we define *S*~cjk~ such that *S*~cjk~ = 1, if *A*~cj~ and *A*~ck~ are in the same column of reference alignment. The score for *c*th column (*S*~c~) can be defined as follows.
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*C*~r~ denotes number of columns and *S*~rc~ represents the score of the *c*th column in reference alignment.

Column score examines the ability of MSA tools of aligning all the columns correctly.[@b39-ebo-10-2014-205] It is computed by dividing the "matched" columns between test and reference alignments with the total number of "considered" columns in the test alignment. *C*~c~ = 1 if a column of a (test) alignment matches with the column of reference alignment otherwise it is zero.
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Accuracy of the MSA methods were measured using SPS and CS. MQAT, which is an interactive tool for computing quality scores of several alignments simultaneously,[@b41-ebo-10-2014-205] was used to calculate SPS and CS.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

For each of the four datasets (based on four evolutionary parameters), average SPS and average CS were computed from the results produced by the 10 MSA methods. One-way ANOVA was performed to determine the level of significance for accuracy of all MSA tools. In order to find the significant difference between specific MSA tools, we developed MCT using Tukey post hoc test. The positive or negative mean differences indicate the significant difference between the MSA tools. The *P* \< 0.05 was used as the level of significance.

MSA methods evaluated
---------------------

The 10 MSA tools were selected based on two parameters: (1) the underlying algorithms and (2) their popularity. [Table 2](#t2-ebo-10-2014-205){ref-type="table"} describes the MSA tools with their versions, main algorithms, and URL for download. All these MSA methods were run using default parameters.

Computing machine
-----------------

A computing machine with Core i7 3.34 GHz processor, 8 GB RAM, and Fedora OS was used for comparative study of MSA methods.

Conclusions
===========

Our study discloses that SATe was the best tool, based on its overall alignment accuracy and efficiency. Overall, the results showed that ProbCons was consistently on the top of the list of the evaluated MSA tools, but it was a very slow tool. SATe, being little less accurate, was 529.10% faster than ProbCons and 236.72% faster than MAFFT(L-INS-i). Among other tools, Kalign and MUSCLE gave the highest SPS and CS, respectively. A comparison on the results obtained on simulated alignments and the results obtained on BALiBASE benchmark alignments showed the similar trends. Our analysis allows the user to establish with more detail the strengths and weaknesses of each MSA tool and its algorithmic approach. iSG was also confirmed to be an appropriate choice to test alignment quality. It allows a user to construct large simulated datasets in seconds, with full control of its characteristics.

Availability
------------

Simulated trees, unaligned sequences for all the true alignments, true alignments generated by iSG and test alignments constructed by all the MSA tools are available at [www.ivistmsa.com](www.ivistmsa.com).
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![Overall alignment quality measured using SPS. Error bars correspond to one standard deviation. ProbCons maintained its first position but MAFFT (L-INS-i) loosed the second position, which was occupied by the SATe.](ebo-10-2014-205f1){#f1-ebo-10-2014-205}

![Effect of varying indel size on alignment quality. Indel size did not affect alignment quality (line charts); however, ProbCons was the top performer. MAFFT(L-INS-i) and SATe achieved second and third positions, respectively.](ebo-10-2014-205f2){#f2-ebo-10-2014-205}

![Effect of increasing sequence length on alignment accuracy. Line charts **A** and **b** show that sequence length had a weaker effect on performance of all MSA methods; however, ProbCons outperformed all other MSA tools. SATe and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were in the second and third positions, respectively. Among other MSA tools, MUSCLE and MAFFT(FFT-NS-2) gave good SPS and CS, respectively.](ebo-10-2014-205f3){#f3-ebo-10-2014-205}

![Effect of increasing deletion rate on alignment quality. The study showed different results. Firstly, SATe beated ProbCons. Second, a higher deletion rate had significant effect on alignment quality (line charts **A** and **b**). In case of alignment quality measured using CS, SATe, MAFFT(L-INS-i), and Multalin were in the first, second, and third positions, respectively.](ebo-10-2014-205f4){#f4-ebo-10-2014-205}

![Effect of increasing insertion rate on the alignment accuracy. Insertion rate had significant effect on alignment quality. Performance of almost all MSA tools was poor on high insertion rate (line charts). SATe achieved the highest average SPS. ProbCons and Kalign were in the second and third positions, respectively. Accuracy of T-Coffee was the lowest. Study of insertion rate measured using CS showed that SATe, MUSCLE, and MAFFT(L-INS-i) were in first, second, and third positions, respectively. ProbCons was in the fourth position.](ebo-10-2014-205f5){#f5-ebo-10-2014-205}

![Efficiency of the MSA tools. ProbCons spent maximum time. SATe was little less accurate but 529.10% faster than ProbCons and 236.72% faster than MAFFT(L-INS-i). MUSCLE was the fastest tool. It took only 375 seconds.](ebo-10-2014-205f6){#f6-ebo-10-2014-205}

![User guidance for choosing MSA tools. ProbCons, SATe, and MAFFT(L-INS-i) are the best tools for sequences with varying indel size and sequence length. For sequences with varying insertion rate, SATe, ProbCons, and Kalign achieved the highest SPS. In case of sequences with varying deletion rate, SATe, ProbCons, and Multalin outperformed other MSA tools.](ebo-10-2014-205f7){#f7-ebo-10-2014-205}

![Overall alignment quality comparison between the results obtained on simulated data and results obtained on benchmark sequences. With the exception of SATe, T-Coffee, and Clustal Omega, which performed better in case of benchmark alignments, the results were similar to the results obtained on simulated data and confirmed the previous findings.](ebo-10-2014-205f8){#f8-ebo-10-2014-205}

![Efficiency comparison between the results obtained on simulated data and results obtained on benchmark sequences. Major findings were almost similar. SATe was faster than ProbCons and T-Coffee. However, Kalign, MAFFT(L-INS-i), and Dialign-TX showed better efficiency than MUSCLE, SATe, and Multalin, respectively, on benchmark alignments.](ebo-10-2014-205f9){#f9-ebo-10-2014-205}

![Methodology of the comparative study.](ebo-10-2014-205f10){#f10-ebo-10-2014-205}

###### 

Four sets of evolutionary parameters.

  VARYING DELETION RATES    VARYING INSERTION RATES                                                                                                             
  ------------------------- ------------------------------ -------------------- ------------------- --------------------- ---------------- -------------------- -------------------
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.002               500                   20               0.001                0.000002
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.002222222         500                   20               0.001333333          0.000002
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.002857143         500                   20               0.001666667          0.000002
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.005               500                   20               0.002222222          0.000002
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.006666667         500                   20               0.002857143          0.000002
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.01                500                   20               0.005                0.000002
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.013               500                   20               0.006666667          0.000002
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.05                500                   20               0.013333             0.000002
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.1                 500                   20               0.02                 0.000002
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.2                 500                   20               0.04                 0.000002
  **VARYING INDEL SIZES**   **VARYING SEQUENCE LENGTHS**                                                                                                        
  **SEQUENCE LENGTH**       **INDEL SIZE**                 **INSERTION RATE**   **DELETION RATE**   **SEQUENCE LENGTH**   **INDEL SIZE**   **INSERTION RATE**   **DELETION RATE**
  500                       5                              0.000002             0.000002            10                    20               0.000002             0.000002
  500                       10                             0.000002             0.000002            50                    20               0.000002             0.000002
  500                       20                             0.000002             0.000002            150                   20               0.000002             0.000002
  500                       40                             0.000002             0.000002            300                   20               0.000002             0.000002
  500                       80                             0.000002             0.000002            500                   20               0.000002             0.000002
  500                       160                            0.000002             0.000002            750                   20               0.000002             0.000002
  500                       320                            0.000002             0.000002            1200                  20               0.000002             0.000002
  500                       740                            0.000002             0.000002            1500                  20               0.000002             0.000002
  500                       850                            0.000002             0.000002            2000                  20               0.000002             0.000002
  500                       950                            0.000002             0.000002            2500                  20               0.000002             0.000002

**Note:** In each of the four sets, three parameters are kept constant and one is varying (highlighted).

###### 

MSA methods used in this article.

  MSA METHOD                  VERSION       MAIN ALGORITHM                           AVAILABILITY
  --------------------------- ------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------
  T-Coffee \[22\]             10.00.r1613   Consistency (multi-core usage capable)   <http://www.tcoffee.org/>
  ProbCons \[32\]             1.12          Consistency                              <http://probcons.stanford.edu/download.html>
  Dialign-TX \[29\]           1.0.2         Consistency                              <http://dialign-tx.gobics.de/download>
  Kalign \[27, 28\]           2.0           Progressive (Wu-Manber)                  <http://msa.sbc.su.se/cgi-bin/msa.cgi>
  Multalin \[30\]             5.4.1         Progressive                              <http://multalin.toulouse.inra.fr/multalin/>
  MAFFT(L-INS-i) \[23,24\]    7.0           Consistency                              <http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/>
  Clustal Omega \[31\]        1.2.0         Hidden Markov Model                      <http://www.clustal.org/omega/>
  MUSCLE3.8.31 \[25,26\]      3.8.31        Iterative                                <http://www.drive5.com/MUSCLE/downloads.htm>
  MAFFT(FFT-NS-2) \[23,24\]   7.0           Iterative                                <http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/>
  SATe \[33,24\]              2.2.7         Iterative divide and conquer             <http://phylo.bio.ku.edu/software/sate/sate.html>
